FACTS
LOOP LIGHT
# 136

Loop can be used indoor + outdoor in various social and
cultural contexts to take an informal rest or movement on, in
and around. Ideal for 4-6 people.
With its circular form and individual colours Loop creates a
characteristic environment in urban spaces, parks, golf
resorts, schools, amusement parks etc. The product is created
to either temporary or permanent spaces. For children in
schools and other institutions Loop will be irresistible for a
break or play.
Design: AART Designers
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LOOP LIGHT # 136

TECHNICAL
DATA
TECHNICAL DATA

Material
Rotation moulded polyethylene, 6-7 mm thick, dyed. Moulded in one
piece. UV-resistant, stands up to weather, wear and tear. The material is
suitable for granulation and recycling. Interior stainless steel fixation
for light unit.
Surfaces and friction
The products have a textured/granulated surface due to abrasive
blasting of the mold. This process enhances the friction and makes the
surface less slippery.
Dimensions
Outside diameter Ø1800mm. Inside diameter Ø1000mm. H400mm.
Volume: 540L. 4-6 seats inside / 6-8 seats outside. In the centre
playground for 1-2 children.
Light function
The integrated LED-light tube is mounted in the center and glows
through the translucent polyethylene surface with a uniform luminance.
The optimal light output is achieved with max 20 lux light from the
surroundings.
Light unit
Integrated LED-light tube (Duralight, Semko approved), halogen white,
4m./10W for orange/yellow comsumption and 8m./20W for red. Direct
230V connection box through the access hatch at the bottom.
Possibility of looping in the box.
Density and life time
IP44 / LED-light tube, app. 20.000 hours ~ min. 6 years of light in the
dark hours.
Fixation
For surface and ground fixation. Brackets to be ordred separately.
Maintenance
This product withstands most cleaning agents and chemicals and can
be cleaned using a high-pressure cleaner. The colour can be revived
using vinyl cleaner or similar.
Variant
Also available in 110-120v
Family
Loop Arc, Loop Line, Loop
Product code
136 0101 Loop w.light red / 37kg
136 0103 Loop w.light orange / 37kg
136 0104 Loop w.light yellow / 37kg
900B2 Brackets for ground fixation
900B3 Brackets for surface fixation
900R Rubberfeets
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Standard colours

(approx. RAL)

Red: RAL 3020

Orange: RAL 2003

Variant colours

(approx. RAL)

Yellow: RAL 1018

